
NCTuner - system for control and final finishing of NC programs for 2 and

3 coordinate milling machines with CNC.

In the system has been gracefully integrated: the block of machining

simulation on a milling machine with CNC, multi-window NC program text

editor and modern debugging environment with all related functions.

NCTuner gives an opportunity to:

- simulate machining process on a milling ma-

chine with CNC;

- obtain a photo-realistic image of the machined

detail;

- visually control machining accuracy;

- work with several NC programs

simultaneously;

- debug NC programs;

- view current values of registers during machin-

ing simulation;

- search fast the trajectory section, formed by a

NC block, and vice versa, a block formed by a tra-

jectory section;

- correct a NC program text with synchronous

alteration of the tool movement trajectory;

- Use specialized functions of stream editing

(blocks remuneration, conversion into the absolute

or relative coordinate systems, change format of

register words and etc.);

- convert NC programs from one CNC system

to another.
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NCTuner � modern tool for debugging and fine tuning of

NC programs for milling machines with CNC.

The initial information for process sim-

ulation is a NC program in any CNC sys-

tem format, parameters of a cutting tool

and form of a workpiece. The being formed

model of the machined detail possesses a

high level of reliability and allows you visu-

ally grade the quality of machining and de-

tect possible defects. It is possible to con-

ducting measurements by the machined

detail. The result of simulation can be ex-

ported into outer files and used by other

applications.

The system has convenient tools to nav-

igate in NC program text, gives the oppor-

tunity to select a block by a trajectory sec-

tion, and also highlights the trajectory sec-

tion witch corresponds to the current

block. Debugging environment allows you

to run a program forward/backward, per-

form a step be step debugging, put break

points, view the current values of regis-

ters and contains all other functions and

attributes which are necessary for pro-

gram debugging.

NC program text editing is performed

in the modern multi-window text editor.

When changing a NC program, cor-

responding corrections are automatically

applied to the displayed on the screen tool

movement trajectory. The editor contains

a set of specialized functions for NC pro-

gram editing, allowing you easily change

the coordinate system from the absolute

to the relative and vice versa; change for-

mat or order of register words, renumer-

ate blocks, divide arcs into quarters or

make other similar actions.


